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SQUIRE 2013
SQUIRE is now on its second year back to print. Last year was a
learning experience; we essentially re-imagined the journal. This
year, we've been able to work off of that and set a solid foundation
for future issues. The assistant editors and I may be leaving after
this year, but I believe we've accrued new interest and talent in
SQUIRE. The main improvement I have seen in this year’s staff
is how well they worked together. As a result, the journal grew
into a respectable, high-school collection of poetry and prose. The
contributions have been a joy to read, and I hope you agree.

Thanks, and enjoy the issue.
David Faller ‘13
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Perfection
By McAnthony Martin ‘14

I’ve dreamed of it once
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“Be Careful” by Nick Staresinic ‘13
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Danny
By Solomon Barcomb ‘13

A GUST OF WI ND blew over the neighborhood, ruffling the

hair and coats of those gathered. They stood around a small hole
in the backyard, measured three feet long, one foot wide and three
feet deep. An ornately decorated coffin sat next to the hole, with a
single word, Danny, etched into it near the top. The cold autumn
breeze blew again. One of the children sniffled, and his older
sister handed him a tissue. The boy took the tissue and blew his
nose, started crying, and grabbed onto his sibling’s leg, wiping the
stinging cold tears away as he sobbed. She patted his head and
placed her hand on his shoulder.
The collection stood there for what seemed forever, when
finally a boy of about thirteen came out of the house, carrying a
bugle.
“Sorry,” he blurted out, “I couldn’t find it, then I did find
it and it was growing mold so I had to—” He quickly stopped
when his mother shot him a look. He took up his position on one
side of the wooden box and started playing taps. The oldest child,
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a tall, strong young man of sixteen, walked to the front. He pulled
a folded-up paper out of his pocket and began reading.
“We are gathered here today to remember Danny. Danny
was always just like a member of the family to me, and I’m sure
to most of you as well, despite the fact that he wasn’t birthed by
our mother, which is a good thing, because it would make you
wonder what she had been up to.” There was a small, appreciative
chuckle from someone in the audience, and his mother smiled in
spite of herself, stopping her tears for only a second. The youth
continued, “While we didn’t get the pleasure of living with Danny
for very long, I know that he made a deep impression in my life
and will always be both missed and remembered.” He started
folding up the paper, but a sudden, particularly vicious gust blew
it out of his hands. The paper floated away, over the fence and off
into the world. His mom reached out and smacked him on the
back of the skull. The boy with the bugle stopped playing.
“I told you!” she said, “Now go get it before somebody
finds that damn thing!” The boy ran off as fast as he could in a
pair of Sperrys and slacks.
The family watched him leave, and the boy with the bugle
resumed playing, tears once again flowing from the mother’s eyes.
The father walked to the speaking position and began talking.
“Well,” he began, “what can you say about Danny? He
was always a pleasure, and, honestly, I have to say that he helped
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me get out of a dark place in my life. You see, when I was
diagnosed with testicular cancer, I thought my life was over. I no
longer could do what nature intended for me to do. But having
Danny in my life, well… He just managed to brighten my day
anytime that I was around him. He always seemed so happy…”
The father started to drift off, and tears welled up in his
eyes. Suddenly, a small cry drifted up from the box. The entire
family looked at it.
“I thought you said he was dead…” said the oldest sister.
“I thought he was!” said the father.
“Well clearly somebody didn’t do their job right!” the
mother said. The youngest had a puzzled expression on his face.
“If he’s still alive, why can’t we take him out of the box?”
he asked.
“I told you sweetie,” replied the mother, “We can’t bring
him with us where we’re moving to, so we’re giving him back to
nature.” The noise stopped as she said it. They all looked at the
box for a few seconds. “Must’ve run out of oxygen,” said the
mother. The eldest son returned and stood next to his sister. The
mother walked to the speaking position, and the tears resumed
anew.
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“Danny was always something special.” She began. “He-

sniff- he al-al-sniff-always made things better. I remember, when
we first got him, he would always climb all over everything. He
was so cute…” She trailed off. Everyone was crying now. The
small children were crying, while the two eldest and the father had
strong, proud tears streaming down their face. As she said this, a
car rolled up to the house. The father quickly wiped the tears from
his face.
“I’ll go get it.” He said. He ran through the back door. The
mother quickly took charge.
“Alright, guys, put the box in and start filling in the
hole.”The children picked up the coffin, each taking one corner
and carefully lowered it. They all grabbed some shovels and
started filling it in. Once they finished, the mother rolled some
Astroturf over the patch of dirt. They all returned to the house in
single file line. The mother walked to the front door and joined
her husband. He was talking to a very distressed-looking couple.
“Ah, hello, honey. The Jacobsons were just asking me if
either of us had heard anything about their child. He apparently
went missing recently. Do you know anything?”
“No, I’m afraid not.” The mother replied.
“Well if you do, please let us know immediately,” said
Mrs. Jacobson. “He was about to turn two and—” she choked up
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for a second and then burst into a wail. “He was so tiny! What
kind of horrib-horr-horrible person would kidnap a child like
that?” Mr. Jacobson held her, and she started crying into his
shoulder.
“As you can see, she’s quite distressed. If you find out
anything, please let us know,” he said.
“Don’t worry, we will,” assured the mother, and she
closed the door as the Jacobsons walked away.
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”Subway Trust” by Tory Worobetz ‘14
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Modern Manners
By Nick Spuzzillo ‘15
Sincerity called sarcasm,
Nakedness made vulgar,
Truth seems crass,
Honesty is rude,
Pretense appears proper.
If one is ashamed of being,
He ceases to be.
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“Shoes” by Nick Staresinic ‘13
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Lead On
By Johnny Kuprionis ‘13
A BLINDFOLD covered my eyes and from behind she led

me into the forest. The August sunset’s balmy sunshine fell gently
through the tree tops, somehow visible in my darkness. Withering
leaves slowly swirled about as the trees rocked back and forth in
the breeze, the sun’s soupy rays seeping between, forever spilling
upon my thawing skin. The late summer woods reeked of the
color orange in a good way. My numb feet stumbled across the
cluttered ground while she floated behind.
My brain flew through the top of my skull as, by failing to
connect with the ground, my next step shattered the rhythmic
footfall pattern. My body lurched forward, and my leg stretched
out in a desperate panic to prevent myself from toppling over. The
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eternal millisecond before my tensed foot landed upon the
reassuring earth convinced me that I had walked off a cliff. She
must have heard my manly intake of breath (not a gasp) because
she started laughing. My heel struck the slant of a hill and slid a
little, but I managed to remain on my feet. I didn’t mind the
laughter. No, that makes me… happy. In the loud, clear timbre, I
yearned for the freedom to see more than anything. To be rid of
the blindfold. To observe her fragile figure grow as the interstice
between us slowly breaks down. The soft cadence of even her
slightest snorts sends warm tremors through the entirety of my
being and causes powerful, hopeful thoughts to spiral around my
brain. A cold branch slapped my face. She laughed; I shivered.
Soon the light blackness behind the blindfold darkened,
and the atmosphere let some of its heat slip away from my orbit.
My arms, previously stretched out in front of my bumbling body,
now hugged my torso in an attempt to ward off the chills of
impending night. She didn’t seem bothered and pressed on. Into
tree trunks and a thorn bush and over exposed roots and the
occasional toppled tree, I persisted.
“So are we even going anywhere, or do you just get a
sadistic kick out of pushing me around the forest?” I dared to ask
as she pulled me off the ground.
She gleefully responded, “You’ll see!” and I resumed the
march with much reassurance, so envisioning the way in which
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she spoke. How she tilted her chin up and bounced to the balls of
her feet, bobbing back and forth as she swiveled behind me to
resume the walk. I had to get this blindfold off; I had to make sure
I knew how she moved. I demanded it for several overbearing yet
invisible reasons that dominated my unconscious desires.
We couldn’t have moved ten paces before she announced,
“We’re here!” She said it eagerly. But then again maybe it was
sarcastic; occasionally, I misunderstand her intentions.
“I can finally take off the blindfold then?” I asked, voice
full of synthetic relaxation and genuine hope. How sweet it would
be to liberate my sense of sight. How dark had it gotten since this
visionless quest had begun? Would the dark hide her beauty or
would the mystery increase it? I couldn’t imagine anything as
comforting as darkness would diminish her perfection and so
accepted the latter. I reached towards the cloth obstruction, my
fingers twitched, and I think I salivated a little bit. Is that gross?
Then—
“No, we’re not there. We’re just here. (Laughter) Keep
your blindfold on,” she commanded, slapping my hand down. She
pushed me forward again. Enveloped in nothing, I marched
onward towards something, maybe.
Again, my foot did not land upon the previously oh-sopredictable ground, but on the current oh-so-unhelpful air, and I
tumbled to the unseeable earth below. How far would I fall? One
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foot? A hundre—ouch. It’s scary being blind and folded. The
ground, like a kind parking garage floor, accepted my negatively
accelerating mass and put an end to the chaotic panic. I landed on
my left elbow and knees and let out a manly “ow!” not only
announcing my pain to the world but also my impressive ability to
endure it.
“Now we’re there!” she laughed.
“Oh really? Well that was probably the most terrifying—I
thought you’d pushed me off a cliff!” I shouted up as I tore off the
cloth covering my eyes.
I charged up out of the gully in a mockingly furious
fashion to confront my lovely antagonist but hesitated upon
reaching the top.
She was not there. Only her scent filled the pocket of air I
assume she had occupied. Standing where the aroma stank
strongest, I cursed her name and swore to abandon the thought of
ever standing beside her again. A cool breeze blew her remaining
particles about and my attention returned to them. Her unique
fragrance—something like sleeping in and cookie scented
candles—invaded my world. The sun dipped below the distant
horizon, and the sky turned purple. From somewhere in between
dreams and reality, effervescent laughter entered my ears.
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“Girl Field” by Nick Staresinic ‘13
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The Race None Can Win
By Nick Spuzzillo ‘15

I feel him closing in on me.
My heart clenches.
My mind is paralyzed.
He tracks my footprints,
Through the sands of time.
He is on my heels.
There is no escape.
After many years pass,
He wins his chase,
I lie in green grass,
And pale my face.
22
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“Harmonica” by Nick Staresinic ‘13
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The Pet Owner’s Dog’s Tail
By Kyle Zimmerman ‘14

SALVATORE GIORDANO trudged back to his sixth-floor

studio apartment a little past midnight. Seven months of managing

Giordano’s Fine Pastries was putting a damper on his life, both
socially and financially. He was a 29-year-old bachelor with no
hobbies, few possessions, and a dim future. His apartment was
eerily similar to that of Ace Ventura’s: brimming with
domesticated animals. The animals, living in their owner’s
seemingly permanent absence, had naturally formed their own
society, whose limits were four walls and two small windows.
This band of animals had developed a special bond. It was
uncommon that two dogs, three rabbits, two parrots, and one
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iguana could live in perfect harmony, but Salvatore’s pets all
found themselves bound in a special friendship. As their master
left before dawn each day and did not return until well past
midnight, the animals had their run of the apartment. The parrots
played Scrabble, forming few words other than “BAAA” or
“CAAA.” The rabbits gnawed through the ever-expanding pile of
“day-olds” that Salvatore brought home each night. The two dogs
chased each other’s tails and phonetically struggled through
Salvatore’s poorly annotated copy of The Power and the Glory.
The animals were led in all of their affairs by the wonderful
canine, Ray. Ray was a handsome mutt. His chest was as bold as
that of a Jockey model, and his howl was as marvelous as the
current teen singing sensation. He was adored by all of the female
pets, but his heart rested with the other canine, Jill. Together they
made a lovely couple who seldom had any disagreements. Their
first scuffle resulted from their different opinion surrounding the
significance of dreams.
Ray and Jill were nestled cozily on the loveseat when
Ray’s body began to jerk violently. He panted furiously and
tucked his tail between his legs. Jill woke him from his bad dream
and scoffed at the fact that he would even be concerned by a mere
delusion. Ray echoed his dream to Jill: A pristine dog bone
dangled freely in front of his snout and the sensation of the bone
was followed by the feeling of a steep, long fall. Jill questioned
his manhood as well as her own affection for him. In his own
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defense, Ray cited Jill two instances in which dreams actually
carried validity.
A poor farmer who had no assets except his vegetable cart
and his John Deere tractor lived in his small house in the Midwest.
Surrounded only by cornfields and dirt roads, the man would have
been foolish to suspect any tomfoolery by outsiders. One night, as
he slept underneath a warm August moon, he had a dream of men
in black clothes stealing the keys to the tractor and driving away.
He disregarded the dream but awoke to missing keys and an
empty spot in the barn. He ran in a heavy panic down the road and
found his tractor turned over in a ditch. The engine was missing,
the wheels were flat, and the frame was bent.
Two entrepreneurs sat in Chicago O’Hare International
Airport seeking a way to return home to their families before
Christmas morning. Seven and a half feet of snow had already
fallen and it steadily continued to accumulate. Surely every flight
was delayed or cancelled due to weather. No plane was leaving for
another six hours. The two men put their backs up against each
other and fell asleep. The one man dreamed of a plane spiraling
down into a field of snow. News headlines read “102 dead in
plane crash.” When the two awoke, the one man shared his dream
with the other, however, he still insisted they get on the earliest
plane. As much as the dreamer implored, the man refused to wait
for the weather conditions to improve. The one man boarded the
plane and was dead two hours later.
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Ray looked sagaciously into Jill’s eyes and there was now
a mutual fear among the two.
Although Ray’s howl was deep and beautiful, it angered
some of the neighboring tenants. Ray sat on the window ledge and
began to howl like he had countless nights prior. The noise
consumed the apartment instantly. With Salvatore gone at work,
there was no one to make Ray quit howling; the neighbors’
blasphemous yells did not phase the dog at all. The family who
lived directly above Ray devised a way to kill the dog and
therefore rid the building of the howling beast. The father of the
family tied a rawhide bone to a piece of string and lured it down
in front of Ray’s face. Ray, elated by his good fortune, was
unaware of the trap. He fell six stories into the small courtyard
outside the building. Salvatore’s apartment was the site of animal
pandemonium as the eight other pets shrieked out of concern for
Ray’s safety.
Meanwhile, six stories below, Ray had landed soundly on a
pile of garbage bags. The mother of the family felt so terrible for
hurting such an innocent animal that she ran downstairs to check
on Ray. As she opened the door to the courtyard, Ray sneakily slid
back through the door and ran up back to apartment 6E. Jill, with
the iguana’s help, opened the door and let Ray back inside. After a
collective sigh of relief from the animals, things went back to
normal. Ray climbed back onto the ledge and began to howl. No
one would trick him again.
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“Marbles” by Mark Franklin ‘14
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A Snowy Sunset
By August Painter ‘16

For Mrs. Frost, my grade school English teacher.
No, that’s not a joke.
An ice covered sheet of gray
Trees dot the scene, scattered amongst the white.
Softly falling bits of cold
Alight gently on outstretched branches.
Spiraling paths of memory
Routes taken in the day
Spotted trails of times spent in union
Across the brushed rock face.
Look out across the frozen scene.
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See the pinnacles of stone rising majestically to touch even the
sky.
Know that you alone are here to see
The gentle might of the mountain.
The sun lowers into the evening
Casting a halo around a lone peak far in the distance
It gives everything under its gaze
A soft orange glow like that of the last embers in a fire.
Tiny crystals of ice fall before you
In a dazzling show of elegance
Sparkling like shards of diamond
Given unto you from the heavens.
Take in the silence
Take in the glory
Take in the power
Take in the wonder
The pristine beauty of the untamed mountain
Brings all to their knees
In front of the towering mountain,
You are all alone.
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”Double Vision” by Nick Staresinic ‘13
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Trying
By Johnny Kuprionis ‘13

THE EMPTY REPLY SCREEN dimmed in his hands.

He hit a button to revive it and reread Lavender’s message. “haha
do you just want to come over?”

Yes… he thought, definitely, but what’s the best way to
say it? ‘yes yes yes!’ because it expresses my excitement, or just
‘okay’ so I come off aloof?
Eventually he typed “sure” to confirm their interaction.
Saturday, Jack would journey to Lavender’s house and they would
do whatever they would do. He hoped they’d watch a movie. He
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hoped they’d get intimate; maybe sit on the same couch. Maybe sit

next to each other. Maybe they’d even hold hands.
Then Jack became self-aware and a little bit ashamed. Such
small signs of affection shouldn’t mean so much. They only did
because he so infrequently experienced the reciprocation of his
emotions. Twice he had attempted his first kiss, and both
occasions ended in rejection. The first time he was excited, more
than anything, to have tried it. He viewed it as an accomplishment
in courage rather than a failure in kissing. The second time, he
couldn’t cope as well. More sleep and self-esteem were lost. More
time was wasted in fantasy, fictitiously realizing his desires.
He somehow began to think there was a sort of innocent
sensuality contained in a female hand. He inspected and reveled in
its unique likeness. He definitely hadn’t worked his focus up to
more intimate body parts, like ears. He’d never whispered into a
lover’s hearing parts or felt her lean closer, fixated on his words of
beauty and adoration. The only times he felt long strands of warm
chestnut hairs on his shoulders were when he noticed old,
unwanted ones on his jacket. Even then, these were most likely
from his sister or his mom.
Saturday, things would change. Jack would finally confront
Lavender and her feelings. The confrontation, however, would be
somewhat rigged. Jack planned on playing it out in a way that
would ensure Lavender respond favorably. The selected words
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would charm Lavender enough to fall for him, had she not
already. Debate team captain Jack believed firmly in the power of
language. If Lavender doesn’t like me by the end of our ‘date,’

I’m giving up on her, Jack decided. But… I can get her. There
was no reason for Jack to believe this change would take place,
but he really wanted it to.
The anticipated day arrived slowly and unexpectedly.
Hiding amongst the mundane hush of Jack’s schedule, it pounced
upon his weary soul late Friday night. He jerked in his sleep, but
remained unconscious and unaware. At 11:00am Jack awoke in
the midst of deliria. He had dreamt that he was late but didn’t
know what for or why or how. His post-sleep self rolled out of
bed and over to his dresser. He tried to put on his pants
(backwards), but then questioned what exactly he was doing. Five
minutes later he deduced two things: 1) it was Saturday, and 2) he
was an idiot. Closing his eyes, he stood up and walked into the
bathroom. Seven minutes later he was downstairs, stooping over
the counter and eating a bowl of Lucky Charms. When he
finished, he drank the pinkish milk and went back upstairs for the
brushing of his teeth. Now prepared for half of his day, he
reclined on the bed to listen to music, maybe work on homework,
and generally waste time on his laptop. However, unable to focus
on his distractions, Jack’s mind drifted to that night.
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He pulled up to her hidden driveway and she walked
outside to let him in. “Hey, Jack!” She trotted up to him as he
stepped out of the car and gave him a hug. As she began to break
away, Jack mumbled “wait.” She hesitated as he lifted his head
back and looked into her eyes. Then, slowly moving back in, he
kissed her. It looked easy.
He opened his mouth, “I’ve been thinking about you a lot
since that first weekend we hung out—almost all the time. This is
so I don’t stop.” He smiled and they kissed. But when Jack tried
to think of the mechanics of kissing, he confused himself. He
wasn’t sure what his hands would be doing. It looked easy.
He leaned towards her. They were on the green couch in
her basement, the lights off for the movie. One hand worked its
way around her waist. She lay across his lap now and gazed up at
him, smiling. He brushed the hair splashed across her cheek
behind her ear, but kept his hand supporting the back of her head.
Her hair cooled his hands, and her head warmed the palm. He took
his legs out from under her and lay down beside her. Their smiles
widened, excited for the future. It looked easy.

Jack opened his eyes and spread his arms out, stretching.

Stop thinking about this. expectations shouldn’t be high. He swung
his legs off the bed, eager to get somewhere else to take his mind
off of fantasy. His feet hit the cold carpet, and his toes curled.
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Then his phone vibrated, each miniscule shudder loudly slamming
against his wooden desk. Lavender, he thought. Only to drown the
excitement with stop, no, it’s Phil. No, my mom, it’s just my

mom. She’s gonna say something about… oh. “Lydia” lit up the
surface of the phone. oh? “Hey, are you busy tonight?” it said.
Lydia and Jack had been acquainted for several years, but they
had never grown too close. Lately, however, they’d been talking
more.
Jack looked at his phone for a few seconds, then responded
“Yeah, sorry. Another time?” and walked downstairs to eat again.
In about three hours he would need to leave. That’s about two and
a half hours until he should change. He had time. To do what
though? His phone vibrated. “Another time, but soooon!” Play
video games, he decided. He would spend the next two hours
doing that. So he did, stopping at 6:17 to get ready. He slid open
his closet, and that process began.
Jack focused on finding clothes that were soft. Something
Lavender would like to touch. Whatever draws her near, he
reasoned. So he chose a light blue sweater that made whoever slid
their hand across it long for the heavy hold of sleep. By 6:29 he
had dressed and put his wallet, phone, and keys in his pockets.
“I’m leaving,” he said to his mom as he walked to the
door, keys clanging beneath the fabric of his pants.
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“Give me a hug before you go,” she called. And so
begrudgingly, Jack hugged his mother and made his way out. In
the car he tried to concentrate on his music and not prophesy and
plan for the night with Lavender. He didn’t want to think about
hello hugs, surprise kisses, hand holding, or compliment
possibilities. Well, he did want to think about them, but he didn’t
want to be disappointed by the night so he told himself he wasn’t
allowed to play those scenes out.
He ran his hand down from her shoulder blades to the
small of her back then ever so slightly slid his cheek back against
hers transitioning into a—no, stop. He bent over the steering
wheel, peeked over the dashboard, and then straightened back up.

Stop inventing dreams to crush.
The house, unassuming like the neighborhood, loomed
ahead. Lavender walks towards him, arms out and face bright—the
car fell into park, and the keys were pulled out. They were
wrapped around each other now. Lavender was inside his

embrace—Jack checked his phone and reached for the door.
Lavender appeared at the front porch, leaning into view. Her
golden brown hair swam in the breeze, and a smile adorned her
face. Jack quickly checked his own dull brown hair for
embarrassing spikes before pushing his way through the air and
progressing towards her. She wore a blue sweat shirt and
ponytailed her hair as he approached. On the porch she said, “Hi,
Jack,” and he said, “Why hello, Lavender.” Afraid to initiate a
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hug, he kept his arms down. Lavender opened the door wider to
let him in. As he entered he thought okay, no hug and ‘…I’ve

been thinking about you a lot…’ No, too late. it would be forced.
Unnatural. Only uncomfortable. Dammit. Act.
“How’ve you been?” Lavender asked, Don’t wait and—
interrupting the quick self-help seminar going on in that crowded
room within his head—waste the next chance. What’d she say?

Oh, how am I.
“Busy, but good. You?” What flavorful responses he had. I

come off as so interesting.
“Fantastico. I went to the gym earlier today so I’m pretty
tired. We’re matching,” she quipped, gesturing to their tops.
“I think it’s a sign.” Jack joked, leaning back against the
door.
“Oh? Is it saying you should come up to my bedroom?”
She winked and laughed and then added, “But really, come up.”
Her eyebrows dropped and shadows appeared under her eyes.
Jack’s eyebrows rose. Then he realized he should have brushed
her elbow or something when he made his joke; that would have
come off as super-smooth.
There was an impressionist painting in the hallway to her
room that depicted a swan as the sun, swooping down to light a
farmhouse on fire. It looked like that, at least. Jack only absorbed
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it in passing. He wasn’t very focused on artwork at the time
(though he was sensitive to it).
“So, what do you think?” She slipped into her room and
tossed a few shirts under a desk.
“What do you mean?” Jack walked under the doorway and
looked around. He only noticed her bed and a set of cubbyholes
before she stood up, stealing his attention.
“I mean, what do you think?” Jack glanced around the
room again before making his decision.
“I think it’s messy.”
“Thanks, brat. And?” She took out her hair tie and placed
it in her pocket, which distracted Jack for a second.
“And..? What do you mean? What’s happening?”
Lavender’s lips curled into a small side-smile and she
walked across the room. Her bed was pushed against the far wall
and she stood in front of it. A wood-wrapped speaker sat beside
the bed—next to where her head would lie when she slept. She
pointed at the speaker.
“It’s new! And it sounds incredible. And I’m tired. So
we’re going to listen to music, at least for now.” She sat down on
the corner of her bed and began fidgeting with the iPod connected
to it. Jack walked over. Where do I sit? On the bed? He hesitated
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and watched over her shoulder. He couldn’t see what she was
choosing. Yes, just sit there. You have to. You’ll regret it so much

if you don’t. New Jack, remember? So amid a broiling super storm
of unnecessary excitement, he slowly bent his legs and turned his
body so that the bed held him up. He sat with his back straight and
didn’t know what to do with his hands. They grabbed the side of
the bed, and Jack realized they were clammy. He brought them
into his lap and folded them together, trying to dry them off and
warm them up. In the event that hands would be held, he didn’t
want “your hands are cold” to be the first thing she said. She
found a song and lay back. Jack followed suit. His mind:

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAAAAA.

Barely moving and softly breathing, Jack and Lavender
lay. They listened to her music, and he tried not to let the
implications of their location throw him off. He basked in the
warm vibrations of Lavender’s soft voice as she sang along, but
his insides continued to scream. Eventually they formed semicoherent thoughts. Hands. Hair. Smiles… Clichés. This carried on
for a while. Lavender followed the music with her voice, and the
songs began to call to Jack. “I need you so much closer,” it had
Lavender sing. Yes you do, his insides cried. Oh how much
happiness she could bring. He dreamt of holding her, and the song
echoed, “I need you so much closer.” Jack’s dream self traced
little hearts on her hands. A great mental pain hit his real self as
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the fantasy, so immediately available (Lavender lay right beside
him, damn it), remained merely that: a fantasy.
Why should it be so incredibly difficult just to slightly
reposition themselves? There’s no way that’s too much to ask, he
reasoned, it looks so easy. But the physical simplicity of his
desires did nothing to assuage his immediate apprehensions. Then
the revelation of time’s ever present propensity for passing, for
turning opportunities into memories and memories into regrets,
spilled upon Jack’s brain and filled every empty crevice. His knees
tightened as he became painfully aware that he desperately needed
to do something. The moment is leaving and taking Lavender with

him. Express your aspirations correctly; attraction will force itself
into her and her upon me. The only obstacle between them would
evaporate and finally they could be together. Do not screw this up
his brain emphasized. Choose the right words. You may never get

a chance like this ever again. Jack closed his eyes and willed his
bravery awake. His chest swelled up, and he imagined jumping off
the cliff of comfort and into the waters of a harsh and exciting
unknown. Were you to step inside his chest, you could see his
bloody heart pumping faster and faster and faster, building to the
crescendo that pushed the words out of his mouth. As the music
faded, his lips began to move, and, from somewhere deep within,
sounds spilled out.
“I’ve reached a time in my life where I want to take a step
back,” he started, the volume and abruptness of his voice making
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her snap sharply out of her relaxed reverie. She rolled onto her
side and cut off the heavy orange glow cast by the bedside lamp.
“To look at the big picture and ask myself the big
questions,” he continued. “To find what’s important and hold it
close.” He took her hand in his and acknowledged that the
situation was now out of his control. The words flowed
effortlessly from an unknown well within him. The words would
inspire or they would not. Her eyes broke contact with his for a
second to glance at their hands. She remained silent, waiting for
him to go on, but her warm skin almost completely froze his train
of thought. Jack shook himself back into the moment.
“Lav, I’ve come to see that nothing is important, but I’m
glad to have people like you to waste my time with.” He put on a
happy smile, and she assumed a confused one. Her left hand
squeezed his for an instant but relaxed when she noticed (half a
second after he did).
“Awh, Jack…” she responded, crossing her right leg over
her left, “how sweetly profound.” She smiled. Jack’s eccentricities
normally amused Lavender. He scooted a bit closer, and her eyes
fell back down to their hands. Jack kept talking.
“I just want to let you know, that at some point in your
future, neither of us knows when, you will find yourself unable to
fight the great and pressing urge to kiss me—” Lavender raised an
eyebrow and her body a couple inches higher, “—and I want you
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to know that that is okay.” Jack noticed her inhalation signaling a
response but carried on, cutting her off. “I want you to know that I
would graciously accept your signs of affection under almost any
circumstance.”
There. Finished. An unpleasant silence, rather than a
passionate kiss ensued. He retained his facial posture of upturned
lips and exposed teeth while her wide brown eyes searched for a
hint of how to react. They sat there, as motionless as a
photograph, for several days until she finally leaned in and kissed
him. However, she does not kiss like you would imagine. Rather
than press her delicate lips to his thirsty ones like any normal
woman, she avoided physical contact entirely. Even her lean into
the kiss was highly unusual, as she took care to shuffle away from
him. She opened her mouth and parted her ever-so-slightly moist
lips, but only to speak.
“Look…” she began, but Jack cut her off—
“Oh, no, see, it’s meant to happen like this. You’ll kiss me
yet.” He remarked confidently. But these words carried no
weight. Jack wondered if Lavender noticed how lightly they
landed and how their hollow sound silently splashed about the
room. It reminded him that words are just jumbles of repetitive
vibrations cast into the air. Such a simple element of science they
were, yet how impossible was their use.
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“I don’t like you in that way,” Lavender stated, leaning in
to emphasize the “that.” She took her hand out of his to brush the
hair out of her face and gazed overtop of Jack. Her eyes couldn’t
leave the wall behind him. She couldn’t stand to watch the
manifestation of his disappointment. She didn’t want to hurt him.
“We can still be friends, right?”
“Yeah,” Jack answered, the travesty of that night bringing
a genuine smile to his face.
“We’re cool?”
“We’re cool.” And before he thought about what he said,
he really meant it. They were, however, not alright.
“Good.” Lavender didn’t show any signs of noticing the
deep disconnect building between them, but she felt it. She said,
“Let’s go play cards.” Then she turned off the music and Jack
followed her off the bed and into a different part of the house.

Jack wondered if words could still have any effect or if
their relationship had disintegrated in that warm room. Could she
still be won over? Jack briefly considered dedicating his life to the
invention of time travel, the sole purpose being to relive this one
moment over and over until he perfected it like Bill Murray, but
logic proved this to be futile. No, he saw no way out of it. She
knew him for what he was and did not like it. With the death of
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his plans went the hopes of his love. He had failed to instill in her
any semblance of the intense passion she had so easily thrust into
him but with infinitely more effort. The rest of the night ran by
rather quickly for Jack. As he and Lavender both pretended to
forget what had happened, the memory became more permanent in
his mind. He spent the rest of the night silently mulling over the
disaster of his grand gesture and planning how to regain his lost
ground.

At 9:58 Jack excused himself early to be tortured alone.
Lavender’s chuckles didn’t make a sound as she closed the door
behind Jack. With him gone she allowed herself to find the humor
in what happened and laugh. She enjoyed his attention, but felt
bad she couldn’t reciprocate. The bitter sweetness lingered, but
she brushed past it and went to bed.
Jack drove home to loud music and tried not to associate
the lovely lyrics with Lavender. The particularly poetic parts
forced him to groan and the mawkish songs made him question
the sanity of humanity. His normal route home didn’t give him
enough time to dwell in his anguish, so he traced circles in his
mental map of the town. Memories of Lavender infested his mind
and, try as he might, the pictures could not be sung out.
At last, he pulled into the driveway and his body
transformed into one big sigh that slumped over the steering
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wheel. He wished his memories of the night could be exhaled as
easily as the damp air that slid from his chest. Drifting into the
house, he wondered what it would have been like for Lavender to
accept the role he had hoped she would play. He returned to the
“what if’s” and “maybe I could’s,” of earlier. Sharing his
hopefully unique and compelling perception of her beauty,
scooping up her willing hands, brushing aside the lines of hair that
obscured her eyes… he can only pretend that these events will
play out, but pretend he will. Pretending is easier.
Falling asleep that night should have been difficult.
Lavender should have invaded his brain, and incessant inquires
and fantasies should have kept him up. The trick, he discovered,
was to struggle against time. If he could convince his brain of the
holiness held within the present moment—if he could convince his
brain that he was so perfectly comfortable beneath his covers that
he never wanted to leave, sleep would soon enough overcome his
consciousness and carry him away. And soon enough, it did.
The next day he would die (a little bit). At nine, his dad
woke him up to be conscious for his body’s final life-filled
moments. His phone vibrated. Lavender. No. Mom. She’s just

asking about—Lavender’s name lit up the screen. Quickly, he
snatched up the phone. “Hey, so I was thinking about you—” she

was thinking about me! “—and… you shouldn’t like me.” Oh.
“I’m sorry, but just trust me on this one.” Oh. That’s when Jack
died (a little bit). He tried not to let his rejection bother him, but
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he really, really couldn’t. Once more, he wasn’t good enough. It’s

not that I’m not good enough; it’s just that we don’t fit that way.
But we do! We fit perfectly! No, this is clear evidence to the
contrary. There will be someone else …It’s always someone else,
though. Jack decided to respond, “haha alright that’s fine,”
because by now he had at least learned that making these things
into big deals never helped. However, he canceled the message
right after hitting send. He entered letters in the order of, “I don’t
think I can trust someone who doesn’t like me haha. Why
shouldn’t I fawn over you?” But he erased “fawn over” and typed
“like” because it was less weird.
After hitting send, Jack dropped the phone on his bed and
walked downstairs. He didn’t want to think about Lavender, he
didn’t want to think about the text, he didn’t want to think about
what she’d say, but what did she mean by trust me? Was there

another guy? Why wasn’t she attracted, how would she respond,
where would they go from here?
Jack hustled back into his room and snatched his phone
up—no new messages. He threw it back down. He turned to
leave—he sat on the bed and picked the phone back up. He put it
in his pocket and it vibrated—no it didn’t. The phone needed to be
charged so he plugged it into the socket behind his bed and laid it
next to his hand.
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She would probably say, “I’m just not attracted to you. It’s
nothing against you, you’re a great person, I just don’t feel it.”
And there’s nothing I can really say to that.
*bzzzt* The phone was in his hand, Lavender’s message
open.
“haha. And because it… wouldn’t work. Sometime we can
talk about it over coffee or something, if you want”
“That sounds good.”
“Okay… Friday?”
“I was thinking like today.”
“Idk I have hw and stuff”
“so do i”
“So Friday?”
“no, i can still do it today”
“okay then… I can do it at 2ish haha”
“that works.” Jack really would have agreed to any time.
They set up the specifics and then Jack was left adequate
time to consider what would be going on in a couple hours. Him.
And Lavender. Getting… coffee. Talking. About feelings and
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stuff. About… his feelings. What those feelings were exactly, Jack
didn’t know.

It was 2:04. Jack had fallen asleep waiting for two o’clock
and was awakened by his phone’s obnoxious babble. Lavender
was calling, wondering where he was.
“Sorry, fell asleep. I’m on my way,” Jack said as soon as
he answered.
“Haha oh my god, you would. How long will you be?”
“It’s only like ten minutes away, but I’ll be there in five.”
Jack was up shuffling around his room gathering what he would
need. He took a stick of gum from a pack on his desk and shoved
it in his mouth as he exited his room and galumphed out to his car.
The drive was short and almost none of the experience
stayed with Jack’s brain longer than a few seconds.
He was there. Parked. Heading in.
The door open by the magic of his hands, and then Jack
stood in the doorway searching for Lavender. It was a small coffee
shop. The wall facing the street was comprised of a long window,
and there were a couple couches scattered at the far end of the
room. Lavender drank an iced coffee and sat in one of the couches
facing the road. She turned to smile at Jack as he entered.
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Jack ignored the barista who watched with bored
inquisitiveness. She rolled her eyes as he walked to where
Lavender was. In her opinion, too many people came just to talk
to each other.
“Hello, sleepyhead,” Lavender gibed. Jack smiled
sheepishly and sat—where do I sit now?— across from her. Why

am I here again? What did I want to talk about? Didn’t I have
things to say? Lavender spoke in his place.
“So I want to go right into this: I like someone else.” That

was… Lavender’s eyes went back to the window and watched the
cars. She took a sip of her drink. Jack’s mouth was slightly agape,
and his arms hung haphazardly from his torso. One lay across his
lap and he sat on the other.
“Oh, okay. I don’t… uh, I guess I don’t really know what I
expected, coming here. It all seems a bit pointless now.”
“Well, you can still get a drink,” Lavender tried to joke.
Jack smiled weakly, but she didn’t think he actually grasped what
she said. It was like he smiled about a thought he had.
“No, I’m alright. Who do you like? Wait, do I want to
know?” How long have you liked him? Why do you like him?

Why don’t you like me?
“You probably don’t want to know. But you don’t know
him, so it doesn’t matter. Do you want to know?”
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“I don’t think I want to know.” Jack’s gaze shifted from
the arm of the couch he had stared at for the majority of their talk.
It crept softly off Lavender’s face and rested on her dark eyes but
only for a moment. He returned to studying the side of the chair.
“Okay then, hah.” Lavender started to chuckle, but
couldn’t follow through. She turned her head now, to observe
Jack. He sat still and silent, and she wished she didn’t have to do
this to him.
“Jack, I know this sucks, and I’m sorry, but don’t let me
make you sad. You’re a great guy with an amazing personality, I
just like someone else,” Lavender said in an attempt to alleviate
whatever negative emotions he felt. “I know you will be able to
find someone,” she added.
“Yeah, I guess. I don’t know… I’ve just heard that a lot,”
Jack replied, “maybe eventually it’ll be true.” Then Jack asked the
question he didn’t want an answer to.
“Why don’t you like me?”
Lavender looked a little disappointed; the downward curve
of her mouth and the glint of her eyes said, “Really? You’re
going there?’
“Well…” she began, “like I said, there’s someone else.”
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“Yeah, but what makes you like him over me?” Jack
challenged, momentum coming to his side. Lavender had to think
about her answer, to choose her words carefully. She trod on
fragile ground now.
“I don’t know, it’s not that he’s better than you. My brain
tells me I’m attracted to him, and so I’m listening. It’s out of my
control, and I’m sorry, but I shouldn’t apologize for it.” Yep,

that’s it. It’s because he’s better looking. It’s because I look like a
retarded gorilla and he probably looks the opposite. ‘Or maybe it’s
because you act so goddamn insecure,’ another voice added. And
Jack had to consider the truth of that thought. But first, he had to
get away from Lavender.
“Okay, well this has been elucidating,” Jack announced,
trying to impress her with his vocabulary (it didn’t work), “I’m
going back home now, uh, thanks for this.”
“Okay, see you. But Jack, don’t let me disappoint you.”
Unsure how to respond, Jack feigned a smile and strode out.
The sky’s pearl gray iridescence filled the air above Jack.
It cast a drab glow on the world below and adequately lit Jack’s
drive. The atmosphere fueled Jack’s disappointment; his fractious
inner voices grew stronger, insisting they each owned the correct
emotion for him. Lavender insulted him, and he should hate her. It
wasn’t her fault. He couldn’t blame her. It’s because he’s ugly. It’s
because tastes are subjective. One thing they agreed on was that he
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needed to move on. But then another dissenting voice insisted he
should give asexuality a try— he ignored that one.
Car wheels rolled to a stop, and Jack was home. The
garage door was closed, and his head ached from romantic
indecision. None of the concrete beneath Jack’s feet was nice.
When he fell down, on his knees, the mean concrete hit back and
bruised both knee caps. Hands covered Jack’s eyes, and the
concrete hit his elbows. Lying on the driveway, Jack came to the
conclusion that Lavender no longer deserved his attention; a
headache like this was not worth her. He decided for now that he
would listen to her advice: that some other girl would deem him
worthy of her affection. Jack hoped the feelings would be mutual.
Picking up his phone and trying not to think of Lavender’s
hands, he typed, “Hey, how soon are we hanging out?” and
pressed send. He tossed the phone into his pocket and crawled
inside to wait his migraine out.
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“Girl Bridge” by Nick Staresinic ‘13
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The Effectiveness of Leadership
By Nick Spuzzillo ‘15

Leaders meet.
Logic flees.
Old fools prattle,
Like babe with rattle.
Much is spoken,
Nothing said.
Emotion appeal,
And excess zeal,
Are poor replacements,
For common sense.
Each shouts higher and higher,
Until nothing is heard.
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“Puddle” by Nick Staresinic ‘13
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The Null
Evan Alexander Sebastian Verrilli ‘14

IT WAS TWO IN THE MORNI NG , and I was smashing things

again. No one else knew I was awake. I didn’t even know if I was
awake. It felt like a dream. The light of a single lamp swirled past
my face like an overexposed photograph. I can’t even remember
why I was mad. I never can remember. It’s just mania and then.
Sadness.
I think that was the stage that followed. I looked around at
the broken nonthings everywhere. I had made them nonthings. The
things that had stood in place were now replaced by broken,
unusable versions of their earlier selves. Shards of glass from our
primordial RCA television sparkled in the shag and stared at me,
mocked me. Books, or now just shredded paper, were lying on our
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old, wooden, red-cushioned couch, which also had its innards
spilled out in front of it.
Under a broken bookcase lay our large cedar wood chest,
which I always assumed was first used in Vietnam. It was so
goddamned old. It didn’t have a big “UNITED STATES ARMY”
written anywhere on it, but then again, nothing did. My dad had
covered up everything that did. I wanted that thing gone more than
anything, but it was the only thing left.
There also lay a broken gun and unfired bullets, adding to
the Jackson Pollock of glass and carpet. It was an M1917 revolver
that my dad had brought home from the war. He never said much
about the war, dismissing the subject at every mention. Seeing this
thing—no, this nonthing—broken and unable to do any job,
whether benign or malevolent, added a small bit of satisfaction to
my desolation.
My dad didn’t talk about the war. Not because it was
painful for him to remember but because he missed it. It was a
sort of sadistic nostalgia. I would see him crying some nights, but
it wasn’t because he missed his friends, as my mom would say in
confidence whenever I asked. He missed the sense of purpose, and
even the killing, but the army wouldn’t accept him again after he
was shot in battle and discharged. He would even watch war
movies about Vietnam: Full Metal Jacket, Apocalypse Now, and
whatever else he could get his hands on. I remember, more than
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once, glancing over at him and seeing a faint smile, as if the pain
of leaving was too much to bear. The bastard. Ever since that
wound, he couldn’t really walk straight; you could still see the
indentation on his thigh whenever we went to the beach. It was
sickening.
My hands hurt. My head hurt. Everything was staring at
me in disbelief. I was being judged. “What have you done to us!?”
They screamed, as the large wooden chest laughed. I sank and
tried to scream, but no noise would escape my lips. I couldn’t see
through tears that now covered my face. Then things got fuzzy. I
vaguely remember someone dressed in gray come and put a hand
on my shoulder. He mumbled in a…pleased way, but I don’t
remember what he said. I remember having a sense of terror.
There was a feeling like I was about to be obliterated like all the
nonthings lying around me, so I lay on the ground in a ball,
digging my nails into my tired knees. Then, there was a scream.
No. Not a scream, but maybe the devil himself just talking (not
that I believe in “God” or whatever) but then nothing.
I awake the next day in my bed at eleven. I guess this
means I wasn’t going to school today. Why the hell hadn’t anyone
woken me up? Why the fuck was my alarm clock off? Deep
breaths, deep breaths. I guess I’ll just assume it’s a dream.
Assumptions are the best right? Of course not! But I don’t know
what else there could be. It had to be just a dream. What do you
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mean? It’s a premonition. Heed it. Heed it. Who even is this? I
can’t tell anymore.
The next logical thing to show, I guess, would be my day.
Not that it’s interesting. I wake up around 6:30 (or earlier if I
procrastinate, which always seems to happen), get dressed, eat a
bagel, grab my lunch, commence schooling, go home, watch TV,
eat food, sleep, repeat. Today wasn’t different. It never is, though
I try to create irregularity in a normal schedule. But I don’t see
how this is even normal. The term seems like an absolute now—
whether I want it to exist or not, I have to have a normal day. I
may breakdown some weekend at two in the morning after
watching

some

terrifying

movie

or

after

just

thinking

(contemplating, for some stupid reason, the MEANING OF LIFE
or TRAGEDY OF EXISTENCE), but I still go back to normal. I
allow myself to stay the same, though I’m quite surely sane.
Yes, the night of that dream was important, but I mean, it’s
not the first dream I’ve ever had as sickening; probably one of the
more tame ones I’ve had, but it just felt so. Real. It felt lucid.
Even so, life continued (as it always does—a sad truth): I went
through my day, week, month, etc. School and maybe a hint of
social life—go to the mall, movies, etc., see a pretty girl, make
myself doubt my chances with said woman and then move on.
Yep. Regular.
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I guess I had convinced myself that the whole reality that
was my life was unchangeable. That dream, which had been like a
lucid man on acid, felt like nothing. Of course it was a dream. It’s
absurd to think otherwise. If it hadn’t been, then I would have to
accept that it had happened, and if that were true, than I would
have to accept that something inside of me was seriously wrong,
and I just couldn’t accept that. To be different was a sin. Everyone
else around me handled reality fine. My friends (to classify them
as a whole) were fine. I could talk to someone individually and see
that, yes, they had problems but of course they conquered them
and lived their lives. Who is to say I couldn’t do the same?
It has to be a dream. It really does. I saw a man in a gray
suit today. But how do I know I really saw it? Its existence is as
real as my dream.
***
I hit my friend today. It wasn’t intentional. He was just,
talking. He wouldn’t stop, and I couldn’t make him stop. What
could I do? I tried to talk to him, but he wouldn’t listen. No one
ever does.
I saw another grayman today. That’s what I call them.
Graymen. They just stand there and look at me. I can’t make them
leave. He won’t let them. When I try to tell people, they don’t
listen. They don’t see it. But of course it’s there.
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Today there were two of them. They both smiled at me.
My parents are trying to get me into therapy, but what
good will it do? I can’t stop it. Nothing can. He’s always there;
always watching. Sending out his little graymen to observe. They
never talk. I yell, but they just stare. And smile.
I don’t go to school anymore. It’s okay though because
I’ve made friends with the walls. My bed is my home. Everything
just stares at me now. The graymen are still here. They sit on my
bed. They seem concerned, but I don’t know why. Maybe he is
coming.
Maybe my dad has a gun in one of those chests he keeps
hidden under his bed. I know it’s there. In the one right next to the
box of old war medals. They’ve told me so.
I have it now. I’m going to make it stop.
It’s two in the morning, and I’m smashing things again.
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“Cross & Scroll” by Eli Stamstad ‘15
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The Creator
By Nick Spuzzillo ‘15
The creator never dies,
He is eternal,
His soul lies in creation.
The painter, poet and writer,
Live on.
To the creators,
Everlasting life is a brushstroke away.
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“Outskirts of Nilbog” by Nick Staresinic ‘13
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Queens Mugging
By Johnny Kuprionis ‘13
“ME? IS IT BECAUSE OF THE SUIT ? Because that’s

incredibly deceiving; I’m not some rich young businessman. I ran
away from home and only have 26 dollars on me.” Well this is
great, I’m being mugged. Is this really happening? My car—all I
want to do is find my car and go home. Where’s that adsorpt car‽
I must have walked up and down this street seven times at least.
No sign. No escape. Freakin’ New York. Freakin’ Queens. This
isn’t even the bad part! I should have taken a cab. I shouldn’t have
walked down this adsorpt alley. Why did I ever care about saving
money? At least this will give me something to write a college
essay about. If I live, I mean.
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“So gimme that, then. And the shoes,” the man ordered,
breath reeking of… tuna?
“Look, twenty-six dollars and dirty shoes aren’t very much
for a night’s work. I’d suggest you just try someone else. I’m
willing to forget this if you’re willing to let me go.” Let me go, let

me go. Wait: Bohemian Rhapsody!
“I’m not going to believe you, you phony. You’re gonna
call the cops as soon as you get the chance—I’m not dumb.” Are

you sure? I hate intelligent people. What do I say now? There’s no
way to prove myself. I’m dead. I’m so dead. Wait, I should—yeah
I’ll go with that.
“O-okay, you’re right. You can’t know for sure, but I’m
not lying, honestly. Even if I did call, they’d have nothing to go
by and wouldn’t be able to find you.” Look sincere, now. Look
like you care for him, not just about getting out of the situation.
Send love to him. If he can feel it he’ll be persuaded—wait, send
love to him? What does that mean? I’m going insane. Keep
talking. Stall for… something. I’m sure something will save me.
Side note: It’s wonderful he’s still talking. It’s like he wants me to
escape. Stupid, hunting-hat-wearing bum!
“If the police can’t catch me, then there’s nothing to stop
me from robbing you, is there?” Now he’s smiling (each tooth
wears a grungy hat of garbage, it’s gross). Don’t look so

panicked/disgusted. “Uh…” Well, he clearly is an idiot,
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continuing to waste time chatting like this. Maybe the possibility
of a suave, conversationalist escape remains.
“Uh, listen, I know you want money, and I do too.
Everyone wants, no, needs it. But on top of that, I’d prefer not to
be robbed. If you rob me, you would get very little money, and I
would be robbed—we’d both be unhappy.” Things don’t look so
good now. I should stop using the word “robbed” so much. I’m
going to have to hit him—no, I’ll kick him. Kick him in the nuts,

and then punch his sunken face. I boxed, I can do this. Come on. I
can do this.
“Or I could take your money and go rob someone else.”
Yep, words aren’t working. He’s holding his knife a bit higher
now, as if he senses my desire to keep my own money/not die. Is
that selfish? Wait! What if he’s a wizard? Is he reading my mind‽
Hey, I’m going to—what do I say to distract him? Oh shoot, he’s
hearing me think through my plan. Hold on, I’m retarded. I need
to focus. I need to watch out for that knife. I knew I should have
brought a knife. Or a machete. Or a ukulele; he probably wouldn’t
rob someone with a ukulele.
“Is that a conceivable plan, though? Could you really mug
two people in one night?” I wish I could still somehow talk him
out of this, even though reason is ineffective. I also hope that a big
word like “conceivable” doesn’t upset him.
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“Yeah, I’ve mugged two people in one night,” he said, a
devilish smile spreading across his face. “Your excuses—”
My foot crashed into his reproductive organs in with all the
might I could muster. It turned out not to be as sneaky as I had
planned because he slashed my shin with the knife right after my
foot made contact, which only hurt a little less than a golf club
smashing into my leg. But this was no time for pain. I took a
second kick, this time with my fist, and landed a solid blow to his
skull. Good ol’ boxing. At this point, his body registered that a
few seconds ago I had rather impolitely swung my dirty-shoed
foot into his tenders. The pain from my Godly Left Hook left his
thalamus gasping for air; it struggled for a time, only to have the
sensation of bricks hanging from his testicles stamp out its final
reserves. He dropped his knife and hunched over in pain. I
allowed him little time to realize what happened, launching into a
fabulous flurry of adrenaline-fueled, sophomore-boxing-inspired
punch combinations. Every punch I could remember was thrown
as fast and as hard as I could think of them—jab to the head, right
cross, left hook, right cross, jab, right hook, uppercut to the body,
right hook in the spot the kidney might rest, jab to the face, right
cross to the nose, jab, jab, jab in the nose! I even had head
movement. My coaches would be proud. He lay in the street like
spilled groceries, broken and harmless, but I stomped on his
pretzel-like fingers for security. They crunched with a pretzel-like
crackle. It kind of hurt my foot. Sure that he no longer posed a
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threat, I stopped, suddenly cognizant of my immense badassery. I
also realized how badly I wanted to vomit out my insides and that
I might actually die of exhaustion. But I needed to call my friends
to relay the events. People needed to know! With excitement
exploding in each step, I headed back to get my phone from the
car. Where was I parked? Somewhere over there, right? My God!
I can’t believe that just happened—
I can’t believe that just happened. I’m in the adsorpt
hospital now. I can’t believe that just happened. Windows. Doctor
Windows told me I got mugged again. I can’t believe it. I wish I
could explain my… uh… And I don’t think I found my car either.
Nothing really matters.
Doctor Windows entered. “Son, we are still searching. But
rest assured, my boy, we will find it. Yes indeed, any way the
wind blows, we will find it.”
And the wind blew.
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